Identification and characterization of inhibitory sequences in four repeating domains of the endogenous inhibitor for calcium-dependent protease.
We reported previously the cDNA cloning of the endogenous inhibitor for calcium-dependent protease (CANP inhibitor, calpastatin) and the expression of its fragments in Escherichia coli. The CANP inhibitor has four internal repeating domains each spanning about 140 amino acid residues. The inhibitory activity arises from these domains which have a well-conserved sequence, TIPPXYR, in their central positions. The inhibitory activities of various fragments expressed in E. coli suggest the involvement of the regions around the well-conserved sequences. In this report, we describe further detailed investigation on the interaction site of the CANP inhibitor with CANP by truncating inhibitor fragments and by using chemically synthesized peptides. The results clearly indicate that the sequence around the well-conserved sequence, TIPPXYR, is an interaction site. A peptide as short as 23 amino acid residues retained inhibitory activity, but a 9-residue peptide corresponding to the conserved sequence, VTIPPKYRE had none. The inhibitory sequence is suggested as LGXKDREXTIPPXYRXLL. The analysis of the competition between an inhibitor peptide and an irreversible inhibitor, E-64 for the reaction with the active site suggests no involvement of the active site cysteine residue of CANP in the inhibitory interaction between CANP and the CANP inhibitor. The high specificity of the CANP inhibitor to CANP arises from its interaction with residues other than the active site cysteine residue, possibly the subsite for substrate-binding of CANP.